
Quarterly
Programs Responsive to Community Issues and 

Problems

Date Duration Program Title Issues Addressed Guests
01/21/24 30min Tax Foundation Of Hawaii A discussion on the 2024 legislature’s tax 

strategy and it’s effects on the economy.
Johnny/Tom Yamachika

02/04/24 30min Hawaii Unites Update A follow up to the initial report on lab altered 
mosquitoes being introduced to Hawaii to 
fight an invasive species. Also a report on 
the fight to keep Olowalu Maui from being 
used as a permanent dump for toxic waste

Johnny/Tina Lia

02/11/24 30min Empty Homes Update A proposal to tax so-called "empty homes" 
as a way to help resolve Hawaii's housing 
crisis. It says, basically, that so-called empty 
homes are just another scapegoat to distract 
attention from the real reason for Hawaii's 
housing shortage and high home prices 
which, according to the report, is excessive 
regulations that hinder or even prevent 
homebuilding

Johnny/Jensen Ahokovi

02/18/24 30min Crypto Update Crypto currency and the favorable new rules 
allowing more flexibility in the emerging new 

Johnny/ Joe Kent
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Date Duration Program Title Issues Addressed Guests

02/25/24 30min Tax Foundation Of Hawaii Part 2 Further discussions on the 2024 legislature’s 
tax strategy and it’s effects on the economy.

Johnny/Tom Yamachika

03/03/24 30min Lahaina Recovery The Lahaina recovery efforts. The cost so far, 
and what is projected. Housing for displaced 
Lahaina residents, the water rights issue and 
the potential budget cuts to come

Johnny/Joe Kent

03/10/24 30min Global Bike Ride For Charity Douglas circumnavigated the globe on a 
single speed bicycle and will be placed in the 
Guiness Book of World Records. The 
inspirational story of trial and tribulation raised 
funds for Doctors Without Borders

Johnny/Douglas Concha

03/17/24 30min Coco Palms The environmental group has been pushing 
to have the planned redevelopment of Kauai’s 
Coco Palms resort halted. They believe that 
there’s too many negative environmental 
impacts that could result.

Johnny/Mason Chock

03/24/24 30min Jaywalking Jaywalking bill that has worked its way 
through the senate and parts of the house to 
decriminalize jaywalking. We weighed the 
pros and cons of the measure.

Johnny/Malia Hill

03/31/24 30min Pacific Resource Partnership The exodus of Hawaii residents, especially 
Native Hawaiian’s to the continent and what 
is mean’s to our culture, community, and tax 
revenue

Johnny/ Chris Delauray


